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Upon examining physical standards of measurement (without,
unfortunately, referring to the standard physical and psycho-
physical treatises upon measurement) De Laguna (5) discovered
that the "elementary physical properties and relations form a system
of concepts . . . which are evidently incapable of definition in sen-
sational terms." The careful reader will not confuse De Laguna's
"sensation" with the sensation of analytical psychology. Cohen
(4), too, has difficulties with the term "sensation," which lead him
to protest against the fashion of explaining illusory and contradic-
tory perceptions in terms of secondary, "subjective" qualities.
Watt (10, 11) continues his noteworthy attempt systematically to
formulate the principles of mental integration. Integrated com-
plexes Watt calls "modes," and he contends that "thesystematiza-
tion of the integrative modes of sensory experience is the task that
for a scientific psychology inevitably follows upon the systematiza-
tion of the simplest sensations." Watt's studies should be taken
in connection with the Austrian doctrine of fundierle Inhalte and
Gestaltqualitat. For the second of these terms Ackerknecht (1)
proposes to substitute the term "sensory combination" (Emp-
findungsverbindung) which he prefers also to Witasek's Vorstel-
lungsproduktion. Ackerknecht thinks that the combinations of
figure and rhythm lie at the basis of spatial and temporal per-
ceptions; but he does not make it clear how the addition of a new
term is designed to improve our descriptive knowledge of sensory
integration. In his critical study of psychological categories, Rahn
(9) goes beyond the laws of sensory and non-sensory integration to
compare the psychological procedure which analyses, content-wise,
into sensations and thought-elements with the view which regards
consciousness as act. Rahn is himself inclined toward the cate-
gories of activity, wherein is to be found the real process of con-
sciousness. Sensations tend, as he thinks, in spite of the protest of
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the sensationalists, to be "static entities," while their defenders
stumble in the logic of attribute and element. In a long analysis of
the concept of sensation, Hofmann (6) criticizes the "pure" and the
"simple" sensations, and then he seeks to construct, on the basis
of Husserl and Hering, a psychology of visual space. Pikler (8)
combats the customary view that sensation bears a definite relation
to stimulus and to sensory stimulation. He contends, in a study of
comparison, that sensations proceed from an "activity of the sub-
ject." Bleuler (3), a veteran student of synaesthesia, is convinced
that photisms and the like are not ordinary sensations, not images,
and not associations; that they are secondary sensations and that
they are of the texture of those processes which are indicated by the
"dullness" or the "brightness" of tones or the "sharpness" of
noises and tastes. In order to discover the grounds for "objectiv-
ity" (existence independent of the observer), Berliner (2) presented
to her observers dim figures, lines, forms, colors and light-patterns,
and later analysed the judgments which issued. The materials of
judgment were sensations, sensory after-images, and reproduced
images. The writer came to the conclusion that the differentiating
factors in the impression which determine objectivity and sub-
jectivity were intensity, quality, duration, localization, and mode of
appearance. Martin, Porter and Nice (7) developed a method of
faradic stimulation of the body-surface for the determination of the
"sensory threshold" (in strictness, a j.n.r; not an RL). Although
the method departed at important points from the standard pro-
cedure of psychophysics, fairly constant values were obtained. It
appears that the pressure of the stimulating electrode was not

controlled.
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Bernstein (3) has presented "a theory of color vision based on
phylogenetics" which is mainly another revised form of Hering's
theory with some additional comments that are very reminiscent
of Mrs. Ladd-Franklin. From the primitive white visual substance
there have evolved six visual substances, each with a specific white
valence. These substances developed, and now exist, in pairs and
yield the six fundamental (antagonistic) sensations red, green-blue;
yellow, indigo-blue; yellow-green, violet. But the antagonism of
colors depends not on the retina, but on a mutually inhibitory
relation between the corresponding (paired) color centres in the
brain. Thus normal man has "a three-fold dichromatic system."
Hering's assimilation and dissimilation give place here to excitation
and inhibition; although "an excitation must be, in fact, always
bound up with dissimilation; and inhibition may have the accumu-
lation of energy, that is assimilation, as its consequence." A
similar hypothesis of inhibition is made by Frohlich (9, p. 435).

Troland (29) presents a revision of Hering's general chemical
theory of sensory response in which, again, Hering's assumption
that stimulation can excite anabolic process, is replaced (for sense
departments in which antagonism occurs) by the hypothesis of a
chemical interference between paired katabolic processes. Troland
states his argument in a mathematical form which, as shown in his
paper of 1913 where he discusses the problems of color-vision more
in detail, is in harmony with the principles of electro-chemical
action; as the Nernst theory of nerve stimulation and a large mass
of rapidly accumulating evidence require. He now, from certain
"assumptions" which are really admitted facts, derives equations,
of a not too cumbersome sort, to describe simple response, "total
activity," equilibrium sensitivity, compensatory response, adapta-
tion, recovery, etc. It looks as if certain of these equations, at any


